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EXPERTISE
- U.S. Trade & Investment Policy
- Global Supply Chains
- International Organizations
- The G-20
- Asia
- Central & Eastern Europe

PRESENTATION TOPICS
- How American Companies Work With the World - Looking at the latest data on U.S. companies and global supply networks and what this means for U.S. exports, jobs and competitiveness
- Perspectives on the Trans-Pacific Partnership - Insight and analysis on this ambitious trade agreement and prospective impact on U.S. export opportunities, jobs and rule of law across the Asia Pacific region
- A New Outlook on Transatlantic Trade - How the United States and the European Union can break down remaining barriers to Transatlantic commerce and become engines for innovation, jobs and growth
- Preserving Cross-Border Data Transfer in a Global Economy - An examination of the critical need to promote cross-border data flows and limit forced localization and related restrictions that inhibit global prosperity

BIO
As senior vice president for policy and government affairs and head of the Washington, DC office for USCIB, Rob Mulligan oversees wide-ranging activities on international trade, investment and economic and regulatory matters. Mulligan supervises a staff of policy professionals whose expertise covers a host of issues affecting American companies engaged in global business. He also coordinates USCIB policy and advocacy work with the U.S. and foreign governments, international organizations and overseas business. Mulligan came to USCIB from TechAmerica, the largest U.S. high-tech trade association, where he served as senior vice president, international. Prior to that, he served as assistant vice president for international external affairs for The Chubb Corporation, a global commercial specialty insurer. Previously, Mulligan lived and worked in Prague as executive director of a non-profit organization providing business training and consulting to entrepreneurs in the Czech and Slovak Republics. Mulligan has an MBA from the Solvay Business School at the Université Libre de Bruxelles, a law degree from the Ohio State University College of Law and a bachelor’s degree in history from Miami University.

Contact Jonathan Huneke at jhuneke@uscib.org to request speaker availability and topic detail.